Chemical Engineering of Cell Therapy for Heart Diseases.
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a major health problem worldwide. Since adult cardiomyocytes irreversibly withdraw from the cell cycle soon after birth, it is hard for cardiac cells to proliferate and regenerate after myocardial injury, such as that caused myocardial infarction (MI). Live cell-based therapies, which we term as first generation of therapeutic strategies, have been widely used for the treatment of many diseases, including CVD. However, cellular approaches have the problems of poor retention of the transplanted cells and the significant entrapment of the cells in the lungs when delivered intravenously. Another big problem is the low storage/shipping stability of live cells, which limits the manufacturability of living cell products. The field of chemical engineering focuses on designing large-scale processes to convert chemicals, raw materials, living cells, microorganisms, and energy into useful forms and products. By definition, chemical engineers conceive and design processes to produce, transform, and transport materials. This matches the direction that cell therapies are heading toward: "produce", from live cells to synthetic artificial cells; "transform", from bare cells to cell/matrix/factor combinations; and "transport". from simple systemic injections to targeted delivery. Thus, we hereby introduce the "chemical engineering of cell therapies" as a concept. In this Account, we summarize our recent efforts to develop chemical engineering approaches to repair injured hearts. To address the limitations of poor cellular retention and integration, the first step was the artificial manipulation of stem cells before injections (we term this the second generation of therapeutic strategies). For example, we took advantage of the natural infarct-targeting ability of platelet membranes by fusing them onto the surface of cardiac stromal/stem cells (CSCs). By doing so, we improved the rate at which they were delivered through the vasculature to sites of MI. In addition to modifying natural CSCs, we described a bioengineering approach that involved the encapsulation of CSCs in a polymeric microneedle patch for myocardium regeneration. The painless microneedle patches were used as an in situ delivery device, which directly transported the loaded CSCs to the MI heart. In addition to low cell retention, there are some other barriers that need to be addressed before further clinical application is viable, including the storage/shipping stability of and the evident safety concerns about live cells. Therefore, we developed the third generation of therapeutic strategies, which utilize cell-free approaches for cardiac cell therapies. Numerous studies have indicated that paracrine mechanisms reasonably explain stem cell based heart repair. By imitating or adapting natural stem cells, as well as their secretions, and using them in conjunction with biocompatible materials, we can simulate the function of natural stem cells while avoiding the complications association with the first and second generation therapeutic options. Additionally, we can develop approaches to capture endogenous stem cells and directly transport them to the infarct site. Using these third generation therapeutic strategies, we can provide unprecedented opportunities for cardiac cell therapies. We hope that our designs will promote the use of chemical engineering approaches to transform, transport, and fabricate cell-free systems as novel cardiac cell therapeutic agents for clinical applications.